Society economy is economy which has a purpose to improve the prosperity and safety for society. The official of cooperation small middle entrepreneur industry and trading of Bandar Lampung to distribution of fund in field of society economy is about 6.5 billion the fund was came from APBD of Bandar Lampung. This program was given for society who has productive enterprise. The absorption of fund in each political district was not same. It was depend on loan’s discipline activity of society group, chief village, and subdistrict head based on report from Pasar Bank. Based on the regulation of the mayor of Bandar Lampung No.57 year 2012 about the instruction and implementation and for the society movement for developing tapis berseri program in Bandar Lampung, this program has a purpose for making efficient of the society gemma tapis berseri the destitution, improvement of the society economy and the realitation of public health in Bandar Lampung. The problem from this research were (1) how the responsibility of the official of cooperation and trading of Bandar Lampung Diskoperindag (2) what was the impede factor which become the impede in responsibility of fund society economy.

This method which was used in this script that was juridis empiris normative approach this method was used to learn and inspect of law as norm or the regulation which the connection between the problem that will be discussed for supporting the data which will be resulted from this field study. Secondary data is a data which has got by the researcher and the data has got from study of the literature.

According of the result of this research that was the responsibility from the official of cooperation and trading of Bandar Lampung in giving fund loan to the economy society they were (a) to responsibility of administration and technical in economy society activity (b) to arrange and stable the proposal and the plane of technical activity (c) the official at cooperation and trading prepare the document of administration which will be used by the applicant of economy society fund loan (d) the official of cooperation and trading helped to give the instruction the economy society program for the productive enterprise (e) to carried out the supervision to ward the distribution, the profit, restitution and overthrow the fund
of society economy. The imped factors of the official of cooperation and trading in giving the fund of economy society they were (a) the debitur didn’t givethe document completely as a term of loand so the applicant was rejected (b) the responsible to the mayor of Bandar Lampung about the realization of society economy program which became the impede because the stagnation and it was pretended become grant’s fund.

The suggestions from this research was expected that the official of cooperation of small middle entrepreneur industry and trading of Bandar Lampung in holding, to use the fund aid for the middle of economy society for giving more attention for their enterprise advisibility to the applicant aid in order to they didn’t fault in target and also to improve the standardof live of the society who has the enterprise.
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